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Faithful To Gather In Stadium· Sunday

CASH AWARDS AWAIT '52 FLOAT WINNERS
Committees Hard At Work To Make Homecoming Best Yet

Clergy, Laity To Join In Marian Day Services;
5000 Expected In Mass Plea For World Peace
By John Moorman
Tihe combined efforts of all of the Catholics of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati will come to a prayerful culmination
next Sunday, Oct. 5, beginning at 7:30 p.m. in the Xavier
University Stadium. This climax is the annual Marian Day.
The proceedings will begin with a concert of religious

~

The Economics Club walked
·
-Photo by Daly

'Yell Tonight, Go Tomorro,w'
Theme Of Migration To Miami
By John Starr
With the cry of "Go North,
,, X .
young mari
av1er rooters
tomorrow w i 11 undertake
their annual migration, this
year to Oxford, 0., lair of the

By Charles Carper
Five cash prizes, totaling
seventy- five dollars, have
been offered to the dormitories and various campus organizations as an added in:.

Furnishing music for the
dance will be Dan Lavely and
his orchestra. Jim Keefe, noted centive for those groups to make
sports authority, and Public Ad- an entry in the float parade on
d ress A nnouncer, wi·11 b e the Homecoming Day, Saturday, Oct.
master of ceremonies. In charge 18.
of the Pep Rally is Stu Kelly,
Bill Conway and Gene Conway,
Miami Redskins. As The News athletic chairman of Student co-chairmen of the Float Comwent to press this week Vito Council. Girls from OLC and . mittee have announced that a
Decarlo and Jim Powers, co- Mount ~:· ~osep? are invited .to first p~ize of twenty-five dollars
chairmen, reported that trans- attend. This will be . a crucial will be awarded to the organizaportation arrangements were be- game, and we would hke to see tion which enters the float judged
ing made.
eve~ybody com~ . o~t and sh~w best on the basis of originality,
Weekend activity will get thei: sc~ool spmt,_ Kelly said. beauty and appropriateness.
Migration Cochairmen DeCarunderway tonight with a Pep lo and Powers stated that Oxford
$15 For
. Humor
Rally and dance from 8 p.m. to was the choice for the migration
A secoi:id prize of $15 and two
midnight. During the Rally pro- because the cost of a trip to the of $10 will be award~d for runper members of the Musketeer John Carroll game at Cleveland ner-up fl?ats. There will be a sepsquad will•be iritroduced. Coach is prohibitive and the Dayton arate prize of $15 for the float
Ed Kluska will speak briefly.
judged most humorous.
Admission is 50 cents per stu- game falls on the weekend of the
This year marks the first time
dent.
dorm students' retreat.
that cash prizes have been offered in the float competition.
Committee members conceived
the idea as a means of getting
more and better floats into the
Xavier is doing its part in the in English with the official ap- annual parade.
The deadline for anyone to
c e 1 e b r a ti on of Bible· Week, proval of the Catholic Crurch.
which runs through this week This work was p u b 1 i s h e d in submit a plan for a float has been
set for next Friday, Oct. 10.
until Sunday, Oct. 5. Three rare Rheims in 1582 by John Fogny.
Queen, Dance, Mass Also
The third is a L a t i n Bible,
Bibles have been· contributed as
parts of a display at Rollman's "Biblia Cum Concordantiis," ilBesides the float -parade and, of
Department Store in downtown lustrated with wood cuts print- course, the Xavier - Louisville
ed in France by Jacques Marech- football game, several other imCincinnati.
·
One is the copy of the first al in 1523.
portant events are planned for
Catholic Bible in English to be
the Homecoming week-end. Duprinted in the United States. It
ring the half-time festivities there
Atte~ding
is the famous Carey Bible printwill be the presentation of the
ed in Philadelphia in 1790. Ont¥
Homecoming queen, who is to be
36 copies are known to be exDr. Raymond F. McCoy, dir- selected from the Evening Col·
tant.
lege.
The second is the first edition ector of the graduate division,
Saturday evening there will be
is
in
Washington
this
week
for
of the first Catholic Bible printed
a
dance in the Fieldhouse which
the meeting of the U.S. Nationis one of the most important so~
al
Commission
for
UNESCO.
Dr.
Hey! OLC Dance Oct. 8
cial events of the entire year.
Our Lady of Cincinnati Col- McCoy represents the National Sunday morning students and
Cat
ho
lie
Educational
Associalege on Parkway will stage. their
their friends will attend a Comfirst open house for Xavier stu- tion OJ;l this Commission. Meetmunion Mass and ·breakfast
ing
from
Oct.
2
to
4,
it
s
·made
dents on Wednesday, Oct. 8. The
sponsored by the Sodality.
up
for
prominent
cultural
and
Dance is sponsored ·by the OLC ·
education
leaders
in
the
nation.
sophomores in ho n o r of the
The Commission will review Senior's Mother Passes
freshmen. X men are cordially
Prayers are requested for the
invited to attend. The Dance will United States participation in the
response
of the soul of Mrs.
United
Nati
on
s
Educational,
last from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Marilyn Thaman, president of Scientific and Cultural Organi- Joseph S. Perry, mother of Bill
the sophomore class, is Dance zation and makes recommenda- Perry, Xavier senior, who died
last Friday.
tions for the future.
chairman.
·

XU Library Invades Bible Collection
To Lend Rarities To Rollman Display

McCoy
UNESCO Meeting

music to be played by the combined bands of The Cincinnati
Catholic High Schools. This wiil
be followed by the flying of the
Stars and Stripes to the National Anthem, played by the Xavier
University Marching Band.
Pershing Rifles Color Guard
The Xavier Pershing Rifles
Unit will form an aisle down
the center of the playing field.
The unit will act as an honor
,guard up to the altar which has
been erected at the south end
of the field. P.a r is h Marian
Societies, bearing their individual standards, w i 11 advance
down this aisle and . take their
places in the west stands.
Behind them will march the
XU Band, the Knights of St.
John, the Knights of Columbus,
the Clergy, a n d finally H i s
Grace, The Most Reverend Karl
J. Alter, Archbishop of Cincinnati.
At that point a Living Rosary
will be begun, and an expected
5,000 persons will raise their
voices in a plea for peace. Followng a sermon by the Archbishop, Benediction will be intoned. After his blessinr. the recession will begin.
Five bands representing Elder,

'Affair Blum' Premiere
Of Foreign Film Series
Plans are being completed for
the showing o f "Th e Affair
Blum" on Oct. 23, in South Hall.
This movie will be the first offering of the X a v i e r Foreign
Film Series, which will present
in all four movies this year, two
per semester.
AdmisSJ."on will (be 3(1, cents.
All students are urged to' attend.

Purcell; Roger Bacon, St. Xavier
and Our Lady of Angels High
Schools have been combined for
this occasion and are under the
direction of Rev. Francis Schneider, S.M. The religious music
which they will play has been
specially arranged for them and
will be the first item on the
program of Marian Day.
The Musketeer Band will play
a prominent part in the proceedings. As the Archbishop enters
the field, the Band under the
direction of Mr. Gilbert Maring(Continued on Page 3)

Sodality . Planning
.Homecoming Mass
The Xavier Sodality has announced its sponsorship o f a
Mass a n d Communion breakfast two weeks from Sunday as a
conclusion to homecoming weekend. The Mass will be at 9 a.m.
in B e 11 a r m i n e Chapel with
breakfast following in the cafeteria. The Sodality has invited
all parents, alumni and students
to join with them in the Mass
and breakfast.
Jim Winkler, who is in charge
of arrangements, has announced
that all those who desire to attend should contact him so that
the committee can determine the
approximate number who will
be in attendance.
·
Sodalists are also engaged in
a campaign to encourage student participation in the October Mass and Rosary Crusade.
The Rosary will be recited every
half hour in Bellarmine Chapel.
All students interested in leading the Rosary can sign up on
the main bulletin board.

Josten Gets Ring Contract;
To Measure Juniors Oct. 8-10
For the second year in a row earliest that rings have ever
The J o s t e n Co. of Owatona, been delivered.
Minn., has received the contract
for XU class rings, Juniors who
wish riings are promised delivery
by the first week in December.
This year the total price will be
One week from tonight, on the
$32.00. A ten ·dollar deposit must eve of the UC game, the Xavier
be paid when the rings are Dorm Council will sponsor a
ordered.
combination pep rally and dance
A choice of faceted or buffed in the Armory. Girls from
stone is ordered this year. There Mount St. Joseph, 0 L C, a n d
is also a twin choice of finishes. Good Samaritan Hospital will
The representative of Josten be invited. Before the festivities·
Co. will be in South Hall from get under way, the Rosary will
1:30 to 3:30 next Wednesday to be recited at the shrine of Our
measure juniors for their rings. Lady of Victory.
After the Rosary, students will
He will also be there all day
form a procession by candlenext Friday.
The distribution and sale of . light to the dance. Heading the
this year's rings is being handled committee In char1e are Bob
by junior class officers. The Murray, Pat Levine and !'red
December dellveey date ii the Drucan.

Dormies Planning
UC Pre-Game Fun
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Football-You Like?
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»
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By Damico

Breslin's
Breezes

W

ithin the pages of this usually peaceful newspaper, and
under the very noses of the editors themselves, there
seems to be raging a slight controversy over the very delicate
question of the place of football in colleges. Our enterprising
"Down Front" columnist, armed with some basic truths, some
minority opinions, and a good-sized chip on his shoulder set
out to show that the Fine Arts are being unjustly overshadowed by the menacing gridiron monster. In a no less impassioned appeal our Sports Editor has filled much of his Corner
replying to his long-time school chum and Price Hill neighbor.
The News agrees with the assertion in "Down Front" that
education and culture are the proper ends of any college and
that the student who resists these ends does not belong in
college. We also agree that dramatics, debating, or any activity
that stimulates the intellect or guides our nature to an appreciation of the beautiful is more consonant with the aims of a
college than is a physical sport. Such activities are, considered
in that light, more deserving of student support.
But here our agreement with "Down Front" ends and we
refuse to concur in the implications inherent in the rest of the
column. We consider football primarily as a recreation-a
recreation that affords relief and enjoyment for players, students and outside spectators; that releases unhealthy twentieth century tensions; that builds good will with the community; and that develops team\vork among the players and
spirit among. the students united in a common cause.
There is an added important reason for having football,
and that is that it can make money. Where it does not, it is a
recreational luxury. But where it does, it is an asset that can
help keep financially-embarrassed modern education alive.
This fact is good reason to support the football enterprise, and
if it is one which appeals to a healthy need of the team and
spectators to boot, more power to it.
Regarding "Down Front's" unrestrained attack on the
policy of The News in featuring the opening game prominently, may we say in our defense (a) that a newspaper reports
news, and <b) that we too are devotees of the Fine Arts and
eagerly await the day when a performance of Oedipus Rex in
Greek will draw ten thousand fans. But in the matter of placing or emphasizing stories, a prudential judgment must be
made by the editors as to the intrinsic worth of each one. If
the author of "Down Front" or anyone else would like to suggest a story that could have been used as the lead in place of
the Xavier-Quantico story, we would like very much to· hear
from them.

« •••

Three To Show

»

f we had to define school spirit, and this seems like a good
time to do it, we might say that it is the students' pride in
their school and their willingness to back that school in its
every endeavor. This meaning incriminates a large percentage
of the Xavier student body on many occasions.
In two weeks, the Homecoming Float Parade \Vill be held.
This event is a golden opportunity for the reawakening of
school spirit. It is a chance for every campus organization and
dormitory to do its share in bringing back the true meaning
of the term.
Let's resolve right now to make this year's Float Parade
the biggest and best ever. A lot of students are working
harder this year than ever to improve the Homecoming program for you. We might show first, some appreciation, second,
some school spirit, and third, some proof that critics of Xavier
school spirit like us are all wet.

I

Signs Of Life

«
»
f we had a~laurel wreath to present to the Cincinnati Enquirer writer who decried the loss of the humanities in an
enlightened editorial last week, we would surely give it to him.
The editorial pointed out that a whole vista of aesthetic opportunity is closed to the students of modern education.
To many of us, Catholic students especially, this is not
news. Jesuit educators have been among the last to let_the
liberal program of studies disappear completely from our high
l'!chools and colleges. But the Enquirer's statement in support
of the humanities is news. It may be significant of a public
awakening against a system of education in this country which
educates toward mediocrity and conspires against the student
who is capable of better things.

I

By Jim Bre1Un
Oh, the problems thatface col·
lege students. One of the perennals is the shoe-string situation
that plagues white-buck shodlads.
What do you do when you can't
tie any more knots? You know
you're not going to throw the
grey jobs away until you start
walking on your socks. New
strands in the boots look a·s-out
of place as a necktie on campus.
(I know. Who ever saw a campus wear a neckte?)
You see more fellows clopping around with only two inches
of dirty laces left holding their
feet in. I saw one disheartened
youth groping around the trash
baskets in South Hall hunting
for some lunch-bag strings and
only coming up with some yellow binding twine.
What to do? What to do?
For those who want the world
to beat a path to their door, forget the mousetrap, a n d start
working on the pre-filthed white
shoe string.

• • •

Beyond
The X- Horizon
By Jim Gilligan
Who says this isn't a baseball town? Despite the fact that
the mighty Reds finished some 27 games behind the Brooklyn
Dodgers, only Cincinnati and Chicago can boast of an increase
in the attendance figures over 1951. Perhaps it was because
the Reds were not quite as bad as they usually are, or more
likely because the management
used good psychology in bringing
up a new manager.

• • •

While we're on the subject of
sports, they tell the one about
Arch Ward, the Sports Editor of
the Chicago Tribune, who drew
a big laugh at Notre Dame last
spring when he got his Rocks
mixed up. It seems that Arch was
emcee for the Bengal matches,
always a big amateur boxing
tournament at South Bend, and
wanted to give guest speaker
Rocky Marciano a big send-off.
Poor Arch got himself into a
rather embarrassing spot though,
by introducing the Brocktown,
Mass., fighter as ... "the number
one contender for the heavyweight crown, Rocky Graziano!"
Humiliating, eh, Arch?

• • •

People are funny dept. • • • It
\vasn't bad enough that the XU
News printed a head in last
week's issue • . • "Band To Fea-

ture Chest Appeal at Sunday's
Lejeune contest." The UC Record
ran a story headed, "Dr. Altemeier Gets Chair." We thought it
was a pity too. until it only
turned out to be the Christian R.
Holmes chair of Surgery at UC.

• • •

Somehow or other, it seems
that a better introduc1ion could
be found for the Xavier band as
it comes out on the field at our
games. The present battleworn
. . . "Presenting the marching
Blue-Jackets of Xavier University, under the direction of Gilbert T. Maringer etc." is one that
seldom fails to incite · a good
many uncalled for jokes and
wise-cracks. It has also been suggested that the Xavier Alma
Mater could be improved if it
were played a little lower and
somewhat faster. ·Even so, X's
band was still far and away the
best band on the field for the
past two weeks.
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Where was the man with the
keys o r m a y b e it w a s the
muscle? Who forgot to pull the
main gate up on the Parkway ·
side after last Sunday's game?
Whoever he was must be a
turtle race addict and hasn't
seen one f o r awhile. Crowd
moved slower than the snack
bar line in South Hall at onethirty.
Somebody .ii.n Xavier's lower
administration echelon fumbled
the ball and some fans' patience
hasn't recovered yet.

• • •

Good argument why npt to
take a date to a football game.
This really happened at the Lejeune game.·
Girl says .to date, "How come
the ball's on the 40-yard line
and the score board says first
and ten?"
Boy, that was two and a half
shot.

• • •

For Chesterfields K i n g s i z e
and otherwise
·
Ron Loftus is the man.
He's huckstering f o r ABC
So hop on his caravan.
Corny but it's still going to
cost him. Guess I don't buy for
awhile.
·

• • •

And Saturday comes the big
invasion of that quaint old town
of higher· learning, Oxford. The
Oxfordians roll in their sidewalks for fear the foreigners
might take them. It's usually the
other way around.
Come what may, see you all at
Mac and Joe's about. five-thirty.

•

•

By Jim Ryan

The other evening I sat down in a foam rubber seat to . rallies. They live in dormitories
view a movie which had its plot laid on a campus. We'll call which on the outside looks like
this campus Podunk, and the movie could just as well be any Tudor English homes, but on the
inside have all the modern conone of a dozen or so.
..ventiences and an ultra-modern
Seated on the steps of one of Podunk's modernistic build- decorative schem. They drive the

ings is a group of undergraduates dressed in bright sweaters
or blazers and neatly pressed
. flannel pants. Their voics are
lifted in excellent harmony as
they sing "Old Podunk Over the
Hill."
Suddenly a bell with a striking simularity to Big Ben rings.
The undergraduates j u mp up
give the college yell, and run off
to class.
The cftissroom is brand new
and as spacious as an auditorium.
The students pile in, throw their
books down and begin asking
what they were s u p p o s e d to

know for today.
The professor usually falls into one of two classes. Either he
is a doddering fool and is known
as "Old So-and-So?" or he is a
tweedy pipe-smoking hipster. Always there is the class funnyman, the hero, his girl and "the
other woman." The actual instruction develops into either a
gag session or a big m u s i c a 1
number complete with sobbing
violins.
Finally the class is over, and
the students rush off to a gay
round of proms, parties and pep

latest model cars.
All this can be found in any
one of the pictures which have
been produced lately about college or some phase of it. It would
seem that the scenario writers'
only connection with a college
has been through a football pool
card. We are portrayed in the
most unreal and damaging way
possible.
No wonder so many people are
opposed to draft deferments for
college students. Because of the
portrayal given us by the gentle•
men of Hollywood, to those who
(Continued on Pqe I)
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Lavely Alligator Wins Friends;!Cliicagoans Sta!"t Council Approves Migration,
For Dance
0 wner H opes F ad Wi
ick Plans
Alter UC Game Oliays Co1nmittee Appointees

·zz cz·

An Important Xavier social
function, the Annual Chicago
Club Dance, was discussed at the
initial meeting of the Chicago
Club, last week.
President Tom O'Donnell told
the old and new members of the
club that they would have to
rustle to make the Club Dance
a success, since the date set is
Oct. 11.
Several committees were appointed to find a suitable location and band. Reports and further plans for the dance wll be
considerep at the next meeting.
Dick Lusk, vice-president, reported that preparations for a
homecoming float were being
made.
Treasurer Tom Saint John related the financial report and
said that m e m b e r s h i p cards
would be available soon.
Xavier students from Chicago
or from its surrounding area are
invited to enter the club even if
fthi·resyt · coult~ notfmthake it tosthfe
mee mg o
e year. u ficient notice will be 'given of
the second gathering of Chicagoans, club officers said.

I

Looking like a fugitive from a Museum of Prehistoric Monstrositles is Bruce, the Alligator.
Photo by Bodnar

By Tom Kerver
. Bridge, Canasta, Poodle Cuts-and now the latest in fads,
ALLIGATORS. Bruce Percival Reginald Beauregard, fondly
called the alligator with the winning personality, is what
sophomore Dan Lavely hopes will be the beginning of some.
.
.
.
thmg which will sweep the country.
As Dan puts it, "There's noth-1
.
.
ing like an alligator around the nows, w~rm.s and bad httle kids.
house to brighten up family life.\ About this time of year, however,
I don't know how we ever got little Brucie begins devouring
along without the clomp of ~ore ~han his usua~ share'. for he
Bruce's little feet to liven us up." lS stormg up for wmter h1berna·
th e res1'den t'ia1 tion,
. ·
L ivmg
out m
.
.
.
community of Westwood, Dan has ~long with. his partner m the
found no difficulties in keeping a alligator business, E~ Murphy,
.1
It'
rmal• B. ruce all Dan has employed h1s pet as a
rep t l e.
s no
·
'
t f
b d ·
h· h h
271,2 inches of him, seems as mlasco Aotrta . ahnt' IMn' w .1c lle
playful as a puppy and twice as P ays.
.omg s . iami ra Y
harmless. But that is only because the band will be pl~ymg, an~, as
he is 31h years old. He will live usual, Bruce. Percival Reginald
.
ld
f
and Beauregard will be along to keep
past the ripe o age o 100
. everybody happy
,
will grow one inch larger each
.
year. "I don't think he'll make a
very good house pet in 100 years," Ma~inger Says Thanks
says Dan.
Mr. Gilbert T. Maringer, dirSurprisingly enough, Bruce and ector of the Musketeer Band,
all his playn:iates a~e .worth more wishes t~ express appreciation
dead than ahve. This is, of course, through The News to all those
because of their valuable skin. who have commented favorably
Dan bought Bruce one month ago on the Band's first two perfor eight dollars. Dead today, he formances,
would be worth $25.
"S u c h encouragement," h e
Bruce is kept in a screened tub said, "makes our job in the Band
in the rear of the Lavely house. department much easier. We
Every other day he has his meal, pledge ~ur best efforts to help
which usually consists of min- make this football season a sue- - - - - - - - - - - - - cess."

Peek Of Week

Recent
A d
n
Readable

ill
ir.i.

•

Ob'

arian
rvance
Here This Sunday
(C

t'
df
p
on mue rom age 1)
er will PI a Y a specially prepared arrangement of "E cc e
Sarcerdos Mangus," the official
song of the Archbishop.
Students In Living Rosary
The Living Rosary, which
comes as the first prayer to Our
Lady, will be made up of nurses
from the Good Samaritan, St.
Mary's and st. Francis. Hospitals, plus students from Xavier,
Mt. St. Joseph and Our Lady
of Cincinnati Colleges. The students will be garbed in cap and
gown while the nurses will be
in their white uniforms.
The Benediction hymns are to
be sung b y t h e one thousand
m e m b e r s of the Archdiocesan
Choir. This chorus is made up of
seminarians, nuns, college choirs
and some grade school voices.
Elaborate Altar
At the head of the aisle formed by the ROTC honor guard
wm be placed a fifteen foot
painting of the Blessed Virgin
l·n fro n t o f a blue an d silver
·
curtain. At the base of this curtain has been built a sixty-four
foot altar, whose front will be
covered ~ith a blue and white
antependium.
Both are the work of the parishoners of Holy Family Church.
Mr. Gerhard Lamers painted the
representation of Our Lady, and
The Sewing Guild made the
antependium.
Rev. Edward Gratsch is the
Master of Ceremonies to the
Archbishop and is in charge of
all the altar arrangements for the
day. Msgr. John E. Kuhn, director of the diocesan Marian
Societies, assisted by Fr. Earl
L. Whalen, is in charge of general ·planning.
------

Friday, Oct. 3
Pep Rally. Dance-Armory
Masque Society - South Hall,
".:30 p.m.
S d
O t 4
The Jeffersonians by Leonard
u:0 :ut cD
of Recollection- D. 'Y~ite: ."a sp.lendid study in
y a~.
history . • . for
30t •12Sn°:' H admm1strabve
Room
every student of political science
11
Masque
ocie Y- ou
a ' . . . and all who read American
Z p.m.
history for pleasure."
Marian Day
Stadium, Wails Are Crumbling by John
7:30 p.m.
M. Oestereicher: "the voices of
Monday, Qet. 6
seven modern Jewish thinkers
Student Council - Room 10, .•. as they move toward Chris1:30 p.m.
tianity ... addressed not to the
Freshman Orientation Course professional philosopher •.. but
-Room 47, 1:30 p.m.
the· philosopher in every man."
XU News meetlnr-Room 109,
Men Who Make Your World
1:30 p.m.
by Members of the Overseas
Psyebology Club-Hinkle Ball Press Club of America: "reParlor B, 1:30 p.m.
vealing profiles of the personaTuesday, Oct. 1
lit~es who exert top power on
Clef Club-South Ball, 1:30· this. turbulent planet ..• by ace
9:30 p.m.
•
fore1g~ c?rresponde~ts . . • . a?, NFCCS Ad.opts Agenda,
authoritative
and obJectJve book. A k F
N
M
We dne sday, 0 ct • 8
book."
.
s s or ew embers
Freshmen Sociality-Room 108, , The Tremendous Lover by Representatives from Bellar1:30 p.m.
Father M. Eugene Boy 1an, min.e, Ursuline, St. Mary's of the
Tbunday, Oet. 9
O.C.R.: "The Spritual Life port- Springs, OLC, Mount St. Joseph,
Clef Club-Fine Arts Room, rayed as something positive. Villa Madonna and Xavier dis. 7:30-9:30 p.m.
compelling, and beautiful • • • cussed and adopted the 1952-53
Masque Society-South Ball, the partnership of love between agenda for the Ohio-Kentucky
7:30 p.m
God and Man ••• a plan for ~egion of the NFCCS at a meetSenlor Sodality - Room 108, every soul desiring perfection." mg last Sunday in the Fine Arts
6:30 p.m.
Return to Chesterton by Mai- Room.
Pbllopedlan Debate MeeUnr- sie Ward: "a companion vol- • Phil Walker, senior delegate
Room 46, 1:45 p.m.
ume to the author's G. K. C•••. of the group, this week urged
Prlday Oet. 10 ·
built out of the reaction to it all X students who wis)l to be-.
Pep RallJ Dance-Armory
• . • a portrait of the 'colossal c~me members of the organizaMasque Soeiety-Soutb Ball genius' as all sorts of people tion to contact him. The group
7:30 p.m.
' saw him ••• for those who can meets every Monday evening in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - never get enough of Chesterton." room 45.

l:, .'

Last Monday, Student Council definitely decided to establish this weekend as Migration Weekend. Tonight there
will be a Rally-Dance in the Armory, and tomorrow, Migration Day, loyal Muskie fans will travel to Oxford, Ohio, to
witness the Xavier-Miami game.
The Rally-Dance sponsored by I - . - - . - - - - - - . - - .- - Council, is to be the first rally of I Miami game as Migrat10n Day.
the year. There will be talks by j ri:wo other dates were also conAl Stephan, Ed Kluska and Red I si.dered, but both of these were
Lavelle, and the introduction of discarded. The Dayton game, Nov·
the players of the 1952 Muskete- 1, falls on a re tr e at '~eekend
er team. Also during the rally, when many of the boardmg stuthe winners of the freshman dents will be home; and the Carelections of the past two days roll game; Nov. 8 at Cleveland,
will be announced.
would entail too much expense
Council has invited girls from for those making the trip.
Mount St. Joseph, Our Lady of
No special buses will be run
Cincinnati and Good Samaritan to Miami as yet, but Council hopes
Hospital to attend the dance that everyone who can possibly
which will last from 8: 30 to 12 make the trip will do so.
p.m.
At their Monday meeting,
It was only after much delib- members of Student Council also
eration that Council chose the apprnved the appointees to the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - Judicial, Social and Athletic Committees. Jack Cade will head the
p)
Judicial board, composed of Larry
Conway, Gene Gabriel, Tom Lippert and Phil Walker. Under Dick
A little - known a s p ~ c t of Hogan, the leader of the Social
Xavier Placement was revealed Committee, are Jack Morse, Tom
this week by Frank Luken, Poland, Stan Thom and Frank
Placement officer. This is that De-Francis. The Athletic Comthe Placement Center will try mittee, headed by Stuart Kelly,
to locate a job for a graduate is composed of Dan Grady, Fred
as well for those now attending Drugan, Jim McGrath, and AI
Xavier.
Morse.
Mr. Lu ken s a i d that an
Council also appropriated thiralumnus, no matter how long ty dollars to go for prizes for the
ago he graduated, may register winners of the float parade comwith the Center for a job place- petition on Homecoming Day.
ment. Tre:·e is no ch a r g e for :lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllU
these services.
:
:
According to Mr. Luken , a ::
5
number of 1950 graduates are
NEW
§
seeking th e s e r v i c e s of the ::
5
Placement center at the pre- i
ENGLAND
E
sent tme, as are several Korea :5
5
veterans.
5
5
Requests are heavy for Jan- ;
HAT
E
uary graduates to regster with ;
i
the Center immediately. He also S
i
mentioned an opening f 0 r a $
MANUFACTURING §
freshmen accounting major, who :5
5
wm be assured of a full-time job
COMPANY ·
after graduation.
$
5
All students seeking jobs are :5
5
urged to put in an appearance E l l S East Sixth Street
at th e Placement Center in
5
Hinkle Hall.
:
Cincinnati, Ohio

I

3CeIUellt Center
0 pen T 0 All GI.3(IS

S

a

5

E

5
5E

:

Mermaid Tavern !i511Ill11111 llllll IIll llllllllllHllllllllllllSa
A1111ou11ces Pollux
Mermaid Tavern schedule: Pollux, 1952-53.
Sept. 22: Rump Tavern
" 29: Questant Tavern
Oct. 6 : Guardian Highday
" 13: Columbus Tavern
" 20: Pater Noster Row
" 27: Haggard Highday
Nov. 3 : Angels Highday
" 17: Cecilia Highday
" 24: Gramercy Highday
(All-patron)
Dec. 1 : Names Day Tavern
" 15: Christmas Highday (All
(patron)
Jan. 5 : Twelfth Night Tavern
" 12: Hilary Highday
Feb. 2 : Candlemas Highday
(Highdays always on Monday)

Raincoats
Umbrellas
Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

For
GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

ICE CREAM and MILK
An lndepende1a.. Slnoe lMI

PAGEDVE
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O'CONN:~:~~~NERVENGEFUL
•

Scouting Job Explained

e

Reply

'.fo

MIAMI AWAITS XAVIER AT OXFORD

'Down Front'

''WHAT REALLY hurt us," said Kluska, "was the way we practically gave away a couple of the Lejeune touchdowns. We had to
drive hard for our scores whereas each of theirs was made with
the man going over untouched."

• • • • •

"FOREWARNED IS forearmed," says the old proverb, and it is
just this condition that is the aim of football scouting. In Backfield
Coach Red Lavelle Xavier has one of the best gridiron Forward
Observers in the business. It is interesting to see how Red goes
about his crucial job of discovering what Xavier opponents are up
to before they do it to the Musketeers.

• • • • •

AT THE game Red diagrams
every play the future Xavier opponent tries. He also notes down
the complete tactical situation
that existed when the play was
called; that is, the down, the
yards needed for a first down
and so forth. In this way the
coaching- staff will know not only
what plays the enemy has but
when they nse ·them as welL H
some kind of pattern is apparent
In the team's attack, that too is
recorded. Red is also on the lookout for any tip-offs that different
players may g-ive by the way they
act before a certain play is run.
It is imperative, of course,
that the Musketeers know the
blocking patterns of their coming
foes. The average football fan,
who has a hard enough time trying to follow the ball, might
Scout Red Lavelle
adopt Red's method if he wants
to see the all-important blocks that clear the path for the ballcarrier. Red first 'vatches the backfield, and 'vhen his experienced

eyes tell him which way the play is going, he shifts his view there
to discover who blocks whom which way and where he came from
to start with. Naturally, Red is just as busy when the team under
surveillance is on defense. He checks the various defensive formations tbe team uses, when they use them and how they react to
different situations. On top of all this, Red is always noting who
are the key players in the particular team's set up.

STUDENTS

• • • • •

WHEN HE returns to Xavier, Red makes his report to the other
XU coaches and then chalks all of the opponents' principal plays
alonr; with any other pertinent information on one set of lockers in
the Muskies' dressing room.
For instance, last week the l\lusketeers knew that Camp Lejeune often switched defenses from down to down, utilizing 5-4·2,
M-3 and 5-3-3 formations. They knew that the l\larines liked to
nse certain quick-opener plays, that they punted from a spread
formation, that they were fond of throwing a lot of sideline passes
and that they would not hesitate to try a quarterback sneak on
occasion. They were cautioned to look out for a quick, short pass of
the same kind that Quantico scored its second touchdown with and
they were told that on some plays Lejeune halfbacks "che;ted.''
(A back "cheats" when he lines up a few feet away from where he
normally would in order to get the jump on the defense for a
sudden line-plunge or to be in a better position to carry out his
blocking assignment, especially when it's against the end on a
sweep.)

• • • • •

.JIM HOGAN'S "Down Front" column last week which seemed

to blast Xavier athletics in general has stirred up quite a little con-

$

AWARDS
Judd Gets Another
The final Xavier score which
occured early in the last frame,
featured a 30 yard pass from Degaro to Jack Dowd and the running of Judd and Byrne. Judd
turned right end from one yard
out for the score.
Despite the score, Xavier led
the Marines in first downs, 1610. Bobby Judd topped all ballcarriers with an evening's total
of 117 yards.

WHAT XU FOES
DID LAST WEEK

LAST

YEAR!

Quantico 14, Cherry Point Marines o
Miami 42 Bowling Green 7
UC 13 K;nsas State 6
Louis;ille 19, Wayne 12
Villanova 14 Clemson 7
Dayton 34 Drake 13
Baldwin-Wallace 13, John Carroll 7
Boston College 14, Richmond 7

troversy. Some of the things Jim says can't be denied, but we feel
that there are cases of misrepresentation of the facts as well as
several falsely drawn conclusions. First, Jim takes The News to
task for making the Quantico game the lead story in the first issue.
All we can say here is that for better or· worse the Quantico game
was the most important thing going on at X then. Since a paper
does not make the news but only reports it, The News had to
By Pmd C"ill, Sr.
devote first pkce to the big news of the day. What other event
Although most footba!! fans are quite critical of the actions of
rivaled the game in interest? The Philopedian Society just doesn't the game officials, few of them are familiar with the specific duties
draw 12,000 people to its debates, for example.
and responsibilities of each one of them. It is in an attempt to
•
clarify this situation that THE NEWS has asked Pa.ul "Chip" Cain,
SECONDLY, JIM deplores the fact that the term "School Spirit" veteran grid official and father of NEWS sportswriter Paul Cain, to
now means no more than supporting athletics and nothing else. This explain just exactly what is the job of each official.
we deny. Of course there are Some for whom this is true, but the
Mr. Cain is a 1929 graduate of Xavier and was quarterback and
great majority of students realize that the football team and the
captain of the 1928 Musketers. He has officiated high school, college
students' support of it are just the most impressive symbols of the
and professional football and basketball for over 20 yea.rs.
same spirit of Xavier that extends through all of the school's enThe referee is in charge of the offensive and defensive holding.
deavors, including the intellectual, artistic and social as well as
game;
he handles the ball and He is responsible for his sideline
the athletic.
Next Jim mentions that there are many activities quite worthy the movement of play and ad- and flat on any forward pass,
·:.unt or run going downfield.
of. the same kind of support demanded on behalf of the football
ministers the penalties. His poThe field judge has the sideline
team. Certainly, no one can deny this. But one does not have to
sition when the two teams are opposite the headlinesman with
cease backing the Musketeers to support the other activities or visa
versa. We know that The News, for example, will go all out in lined up for a play is behind the duties corresponding to his on
publicizing the Masque Society's Romeo and Juliet in December offensive team on the side op- passes and downfield play. He is
and that this won't hurt the chances of any of the athletic teams posite the head linesman. His re- . the referee on long passes and
sponsibi!ity is the offensive back- punt returns.,
at all
field. He sees whether they use
Each of these four officials has
THE ARTICLE goes further to state that certain activities are a legal formation and shifts and a whistle and. a flag and can pen"more directly connected with the purpose of a college than are whether they move forward only alize either team at any time.
Any one of them may stop acathletics and are therefore more deserving of the support of the after the snap of the ball,
The umpire is on the same side tion at the end of the ball-carstudent body." If you make the comparisons individually, this
statement might seem to hold some weight. However, when we of the field as the head linesman rier's forward motion. The refconsider that man is not just intellect but partly body too, we have to the rear of the defensive team. eree calls all scoring plays and
to admit that it's just as wrong to ignore the physical side of our He watches the line play of the points after touchdown.
five offensive linemen and the Recently the timer has been
development as to give up trying to learn anything,
middle defensive linemen.
considered the fifth official. He
• • • • •
The bead linesman is opposite usually calls plays which occur
WE CAN'T condemn Jim personally for refusing to take an
interest in the Musketeers, but we can charge him witb trying to the referee close to the sidelines close to the end of any period of
destroy the greatest rallying point for all Xaverites when he attacks with the ten yard markers. He play. The clock is stopped after
the common spirit that brings them together in support of their sees whether either team moves every score, official time out
into the neutral zone (width of from the field, ball out of bounds,
friends and classmates on the field.
the ball) before the ball is penalty, incomplete pass, change
•
• • •
GIVE US one error on last week's column. In the first para- snapped. He watches the defen- of possession of the ball and at
graph we wanted to talk about the defensive backfield but said sive tackle and offensive tackle additional times to remove an inand end to prevent clipping and jured player from the field.
"offensive" instead.

Write a luck y Strike jingle!
No box tops! NO ENTRY BlANKS! It's easy!
Just write a 4-liim jingle based on the fact that

For1ner Xavier Star Gives Explanation
Of Duties Of Each Football Official

LUCKIES ARE MADE BETTER
TO TASTE BETTER!*

• • • • •

Here's your chance to make yourself $25.

Just write a 4-linc Lucky Strike jingle,
based on the fact that Luckies are made

better to ·taste better.*
Then, if \Ve select your jingle, w·e'll pay
you for the right to use it, together \Vith
your name, in Lucky Strike advertising .. ,
probably in this paper.

Read the sample jingles on this page.
Then get the gang together, break out the
rhyn1ing dictionary, and start writing. It's

fon ! And we're buying jingles by the bushel!
Hin(·-if you can sing your jingle, it's a

good one!
Hint~thc

·
more jingles you write, the

more money you have a chance of making.
Hint-be sure to read aJJtheinstructions!

I

• • • • •

•

'
•

HERE ARE JHE INSJRUCJIONS

.1

1. Write your Lucky Strike jingle on a plain
piece of paper or post card and send it to
Happy-Go-Lucky. P. 0. Box 67, Ne\'I York
46, N. Y. Be sure that your name, address,
college and class are included-and that they
are legible.
2. Base your jingle on any qualities of Luckies.
..Luckies are made better to taste better,"
is only one. (See "Tips to money-makers.n)

3. Every student of any college, university or
post-graduate school may submit jingles.
4. You may submit as many jingles as you
like. Remember, you are eligible to win more
than one $25 award.

•rips ro

MONEY-MAKERS

To \Vrite a winning Lucky Strike jingle, you're
not limited_ to "Luckies are made better to
taste better.n Use any other Sales points on
Lucky Strike such as the fol1owing:

L.S./M.F.T.
Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Luckies' cigarette-tearing demonstration
Luckies taste cleaner, fresher, smoother

Be Happy-Go Lucky
So round, so firm, so fully packed
So free and easy on the draw
Buy Luckies by the carton
Luckiesgiveyoudcep-do..vnsmokingenjoyment

COPR., THE

A~tERICAN

TOBACCO COMPAN1'
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Director Cites Advantages
Of G .d
D
N O
·
ui ance; oor . ow. pe~

Accounting Club
Meets; Cliicagoan
To Address Group

DOWN FRONT
1

~ontinued,

Mr. .Harry Sonkin, CPA of
By Jim Luca•
Hai_nel
"to choose his
Ohio and Indiana and resident
An invitation was extended maJor field of concentration, a
partner <>t Alexander Grant le this week to take advantage fifeld that hfolds ht~e bTesh~ chiances
By Jim Ho1an
h X . o success or im.
Co. of Chicago Ill. will be the
h
. . .
is s es. Ac- of t. e faCl 1ities of t e avier pecially important
g ues t speak er a t th'e X avier
.
• since manv
"
college students don't know what
counting Society's meeting to be Guidance Center.
held on Tuesday, Oct. 7, at 8: oo
"The- Guidance Center can field of concentration to pursue,
This semester has brought to Xavier something which p.m. in South Hall.
help the student plan his future or, having adopted a field, are
it has long needed as a Liberal Arts college. With a course Mr. Sonkin attended the Uni- by furnishing him with a clear- unhappy in it."
entitled "Introduction to Music" and catalogued FA 3 Xavier versity of Cincinnati and con- er picture of himself," Dr. lg- The system employed consists
,
.
.
'
ducted the CPA Review Course natius Hamel, Guidance Officer, of an initial interview followed
has finally unde~taken somethi?g of a Fi~e Arts Department. ;from 1945-50 at US. He has writ- stated. "W~th this knowledge as by a number' of tests. These tests
To teach this course, Xavier has wisely chosen a man ten articles and lectured on sub- a working foundation, the stu- reveal the student's personality,
who not only knows and enjoys
.
jects of accounting to various dent will be able to learn what interests, abilities and aptitudes.
groups. He is a member of the his vocational and · occupational
Students wishing further in-music himself, but knows how to to co~ply therewith.
help other people to enjoy it. Durm~ that same year, record- American Institute of Account- outlets may be.
formation may see Dr. Hamel in
This is Mr. Herbert L. Newman, ed musical programa were held ants, the Ohio Society of CPAs,
"He will also be ab 1 e," Dr. Room 101 in Hinkle Hall.
teacher of piano at the College here on t~e. day campus under and· the In s ti t u t e of Internal
of Music and head of the music the supervlSlon of Al Moser and Auditors. At present he is chairdepartment at the Academy of Herc Reuther, my predecesso!s man of the Committee on Federthe Sacred. Heart.
on th~ "Down Front:• column.
al Taxation of the Ohio Society.
Mr Newman who is a gradu- Durmg the following summer, Mr. George C. Selzer, chairate ~f the College of Music, the lobby .of Albers Hall was man of the Accounting Departstudied in France and Germany. ~ade the .Fme Arts Room. A ra- ment. and mo~erator of the AcHe has also had wide experience dio-phon.ograph was purchased, co~nt~ng Society, announced a
and a piano was donated to the series of· m e e tin gs and guest
- - - - - - - - - - - - - school to equip the room with speakers for the reminder of the
SEND THE NEWS TO YOUR
Curtains Rising
suitable facilities. This room is 1952-53 school year. The list
With this issue we begin a now used only for the musical follows:
FAMILY • RELATIVES • FRIENDS
new 1eat u re : 'a schedule ot class,. club meetings and related
Nov... 11-Kelly Y. Sid d a 11,
musical and d ram a t i c events functions.
CPA, Comptroller, Procter &
A subscription to the
which wm take place i n the I . Last year, the recorded mu- Gamble Co.
Greater Cincinnati Area. It will slcal programs were continued,
pee; 9-F. C. Dennis, CPA, New1 is the smart way to
Subscription rates 81.50
be based on the week from Fri- 1but with little success. Thia year resident partner, .Lybrand, Ross
keep
abreast
of
Xavier
per year by mail~·.
da11 to Friday which occurs bet- ,·the program ls again active with Bros. &,. Montgomery.
ween issues of The News.
the course in music and the rec- Jan. 13-John Cook, Jr., and happenings:
Clip the coupon below.
This week the curtain will rise ord-borrowlng service at the 11· i:>avid E~ron, sale~ re~resentaI
.
brary. With something really sub• tives, National Cash Register Co. I Guy Chandler
on.
stantlal to offer, I hope the pro- Feb, 10-Controllers Institute
Business Manager
Oct. 3-Jazz at the Philharmonic gram now becomes an Important Forum students of XU and UC;
X.
U. News
at the Taft Theater.
part of Xavier's activities. Its ~os. Tracy Kropp, CP~, modera·
Xavier University
Oct. 8, 9, 10, 11 - For Love of ·success depends upon the Interest tor.
·
Cincinnati 7, Ohio
Money, presented by I and backng of the students.
Mar. 10-Newell Jouett El·
Stage, Inc. at the Cox Theater.
• • •
more, 'Ass't. Chief Accountant,
Enclosed ls my $1.50. Send the News to:
Oct. 9,10, 11- B 1 o o d Wedding, Tonight, the Cincinnati theater Cincinnati Milling ~achine Co.
presented by the Bellar- will show its first signs of awak- . ~pr. 14-Annual Dinner MeetName ............................................................................... ,...:...............•....•.•.
mine P 1 a ye rs at the i ening for the fall season. It will mg: Berl G. Graham, CPA, P~es.,
downtown YWCA audl• ! probably be a very noisy awak- Ohio State Board of Acco~nt~g.
' ·
t th
·
th
·
May 12-Cbarles R. Wilkins,
Address .................................... ~ ....•.. - ........................................................ .
torlum. (More on this enmg a
at, smce e opening CPA p . . 1 H kin & S lls
next week.)
show is Norman Granz's "Jazz at
' rmcipa • as s ·
e ·
City ................................................ Zone ................ State.................. ..
- - - - - - - - - - - - - t h e Philharmonic," which is now
•
·
on the concert stage both as so- in its thirteenth· nationwde tour.
.
.'
.
The group wll try to blow the
Not responsible for cash sent thru mall. Please make remittance
loist ~nd acc~mpamst. .
roof off the Taft at two shows,
Or
I
by check or money order~
Beside~ this .extensive back-17:30 and 10:00 p.m. Among the Tom Wilke, Honors A. B. juni- I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
gr?und in m~sic, Mr. Newman' stars are Ella Fitzgerald, Gene or, was recently elected to the· . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
bri?gs two thmgs. to th~ COUJ:Se .Krupa and his Trio, etc., etc.
office of treasurer of the Poland T~·
M
Atop ·Cincinnati'•
which a~e essenb~l to its su~---Philopedian Debate Society. This
~ti
cess: a sincere desire to ~ielp his
post had remained vacant from
~
Historic Muaic Hall
s~udents to ki:iow and enJOY muthe preceeding semester due to
~
sic, and a okmd, affa~le natl;ll'e
(Continued'from Page 2)
the departure of Walt Clemens
and mann.er of teaching. whic? ;had no connection with a univ- for a year of study in Europe.
e?ables him to accompbsh his ersity we seem like a group of The p h ii 1 o P s currently a re
aims.
.
good-time Charlies who loaf for completing plans for· the coming
His classes are rather informal four years and then are handed year's activities, Included among
meetings held in the Fine Arts ,success on a platter.
them is the Society's freshman
Room in Albers Hall. There is
program and the annual freshno. authorized text for the course. Consider a 1 s 0 the advertis- n_ian tournament. Also in the ofUsmg only the phonograph and ments for men's clothing and the fmg are sever a 1 tournaments
the piano, for the purpose of ex-1 articles on men's fashions ·which sp~n~ored by the Forensics Comamples, the interest of his stu- one runs across. If you don't mission of the NFCCS. This
dents, and his own ability and · have the latest. styles, you are year's national topic is "ResoWhere The Nation's Top Bands Play Each Saturday Evealn:Y
background, Mr. Newman hopes 1out. You must have two or three lved: That the Congress of the
to make the course worthwhile. suits, all types of sweaters and United States ~hould enact a
CINCY'S LARGEST AND FINEST DANCE FLOOR
Here's wishlnr him "Welcome sport shirts, and a collection of comp~lsory f a 1 r employment
to Xavier, and the best of luck." ties that are visible at fifty feet. practices law."
JOHNNY LONG
OPENING
• • •
In short, you must have a com- ~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:
AND BIS ORCHESTRA
Eve.,
Oct.
4
Sat.
This course in music is another plete wardrobe for every occaThe Dru1 Stare eloun to
development ill Xavier's Fine· sion. One you wear in the city,
Xa'fter 1Jnlyeniq
Newly Air-Conditioned - Smart Deoor
Arts Program, which was begun I Another is for country wear. A
The Abe Barimring
about 21h years ago, Thus far, the third, I guess, is for the suburbs.
Pharmacy
program has been active only in . Now look at what you and
the field of music, which is due your friends own. Certainly it's
EVANSTON
almost entirely to the efforts of nothing like the advertisments ~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Mr. Frank Insemi, fwho is in a~d the publicity that goes along
charge of the musfoal arts di- with them. If everyone who lived
RENT A TYPEWRITER
vision of the program. During on campus owned what he is
the past few years, he has truly supposed t.o own according to
Student rate, S · mono.. 110
labored for the cultivation of the the magazines we would have c
1 t to h t i
b k f
Fine Arts at Xavier
students living in the closets and omp e e ithuc hyp ngtal ~o ree
'
t ·
1 th'
· th
w
eac ren •
Those who are familiar with s or~ng c 0 mg m . e rooms.
.... The tremendous value of milk as a natural
.
Agam another reason why some
the progr~ y."111 re.member some people are so misinformed about
energy restoring food makes it ~an essential
of the activities which ~e has ar- college and what it is.
• • •
ranged. The first function was a
in every student's diet.
series of recorded musical pro'- The daily press reports that
gra~ for the students .•t the Billy Meyera is resigning as man·
evening college. Then, duri.ng the ager of the Pittsburgh Pirates,
All _ . . . lQW PO•TABU8 . .~...
1950-51 school .year, public lee- but will stay on with the organi- Undmrwood,
Cerone, . _ . ..... - • " '
H~
tures and ~usical performances zation as a trouble shooter.
eondlHeHI IT&JID.&SD ....., . . ler
were held in the lobby of Albers
_.- - - - - 2519 Vine Street
Hall. ~ese p~blic activities had At Xavier is one battery of 105
AV. 3116
-to.. be discontinued because of a mm. howitzers equipped for high
PETER PAUL SERVICE
union demand that all perform- speed traction and the suitable IOI Mala Street
PAHU
er• be paid and the lack of funds 1prime mover1.
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Double Elimin'tion
Football Schedule
For Intra Murals
One change has been made in
the Xavier Intramural set up
for the coming year. Dormitory
halls having more than 25 residents will have to enter two
teams in the double elimination
touch football tournament, the
first feature in this season's program. This rule was mad~ to
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Freshmen are reminded that tominded that now is their chance An unusual feature of the day is the last day of frosh elec•. to enter the Homecoming Queen course is th~t pa~ment of the tions. Balloting is under way in
contest, now in progress. Appli- smal~ fee entitles .either husband the lobby outside of Bellarmine
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The Queen and her attendants
reign at the Homecoming
Game and Dance, and ride on
the Queen's Float during the
float parade.
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Homecoming this year is Oct.
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lnsu1·ance Men Congratulated
On Recent Sales Conference

Family Life Institute Sponsors
. 0 n ·Marriage,
•
Fami•zy
L eCt ures

Homec'm'g Queen
.
AppIicants Must
Submit Pictures

George E. Pfau, left, director of the Disability Insurance Sales
Course held at Xavier Sept. 22-24 is shown receiving congratulations
from Very Rev. James F. Maguire, S.J., president, right, at its
finish. Approximately 20 local insurance men took part in the
course, sponsored by the Cincinnati Association of Health and Accident Underwriters.
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Xavier holds membership in The University · has approxit w e n t y - o n e educational" and mately 56 thousand bound vollearned organizations. ·
umes.
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Diamond Jubilee

ROTC Could Be Worse
Advanced ROTC students who
were surprlSed to leam that a
cut class could cost two days'
pay might note that an Iowa college requires all students to pay
two dollars before any work in a
cut class can be made up. At the
University of Syracuse, parents
are notified after the third cut.
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Cafeteria Announces
Weekly Serving Hours
Following are the cafeteria .
1
serving periods:
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
Breakfast: 7:30-9 a.m.
Lunch: 11-2 p.m.
Dinner: 5-6:30 p.m.
SATURDAY
Breakfast: 7:30-9 a.m.
Lunch: 11:30-1:30 p.m.
Dinner: 5-6 p.m.
SUNDAYS, SCHOOL HOLIDAYS
Breakfast: 9-10 a.m.
Lunch: 12-1 p.m.
Dinner: 5-6 p.m.

22nd

Ann Still Smiling

tELEBRATION SALE-

Xavier st u d en t s have no
doubt noticed that the familiar
smile of Ann Merckt, well
known to those who frequent the
snack .bar at South· Hall, is absent this year from that spot.
Fortunately she h a s not left
Xavier, but js now exf;?rcising
"her talents. and smile in the registrar's office.
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.ClassifJed Ad
1933 PLYMOUTH FOR SALEClean and economical, 15 miles

per 1allon. Uses ·very little oil.
New tires and battery. Just passed safety lane. A steal at $15. See
Stan. Thom, wa. 2'59.
.
.&LL YOUR LAUNDRY

at

-THE SHIRT LAUNDRY

7

The sale is onl Mcibley & Carew's Annual Celebration Sale in honor of their 22nd
year in the Carew Tower. This year, the values are more excitin9 than ever for it's also
Mabley's Diamond Jubilee Year. Values on every floor ... in every department! You'll
bless the day that you shopped at Mahley & Carew. Sweaters, shirts, slacks, ties,
shoes, socks ••• you name It ••• we have It and at wonde~lly low prices. Do arran9e
to get to town while this Sale is on.
Monday: 12 noon to 8:30 p.m. Rest of Week: 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Phone CBerl'J HOO.

I

Ma.bley

& tarew

1111 Montsome17 Road .
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'NOT ONLY MAKE A LIVING, BUT LIVE'
I

HAB Heacl Inaugurates Evening College Greek
Course With Lecture Ou Purpose Of Education
By Brrmo Woll/
. "A man studies accounting to become an accountant; he
studies chemistry to become a chemist; but he does not study
Greek to become a Greek." With these words Rev. William
P. Hetherington, S.J., summed up his thoughts on education
by means of that classical language.
Fr. Hetherington expressed
his views on the subject on the
occasion of a petition by a group
of Night School students who
requested that he instruct them
in a course of Elementary Greek.
University authorities approved the idea if a class of seven
or eight could be gathered together. They were. Although the
first class was held this week,
anyone intersted in taking the
course may still en r o 11, Fr.
Hetherington said.
The old question, "Why study
Greek; it's a dead language?"
was further pursued by Fr. Hetherington. Find the answer, he
said in the words of Cardinal
Newman: "Knowledge is valu-·
able for what its very presence
in us does for us after the manner of a habit even though it be
turned to no fur.ther acco~ nt, nor
subserve any direct end. 1 More

Neiv Real Estate Appraisal Course
Begins
• 20 Week' SC llCd ll le W e d nesd ay

I

------------simply, knowledge is an end in
't lf
I
1 se ·
"Greek trains the mind in a
twofold manner," Fr. Hethering- :
ton stated. It teaches one to .
think and reason, and it exposes'
one third of the world's great .
literature to one's intellect. Greek:
is a language b as e d on logical
thought, as any of its students
will admit. It can s e r v e the
same purpose as mathematics in
Rev. Wm. P.· Hetherington
this regard. Moreover the mem... B1'ings G1'eek To EC •
ory is vastly improved after one
has completed a course in Greek, the great narrative authors in
and no one would deny the value their own descriptive imaginaof an adroit memory in even our tion, and the great tragedans in
everyday life.
·
their own power of emotion is
"Obviously much of the mean- only attained by seeing their
ing and enjoyment of literature thoughts as they wrote them in
slips away ·during the process of the tongue in which they exa translation," he continued. celled."
'.'Readi.ng the great philosophers J Of the half dozen great phlom their own profound thoughts, sophers two wrote in Greek, Fr.

Xavier will be the scene of a
twenty-meeting course in Real
Estate Appraisal to be offered on
Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m. beginning Oct. 8. The course is sponsored by the Cincinnati Real
Hetherington noted. H o m e r ,
master of the epic, described his
events in the· Grecian language
and seventy percent of the best
tragedies were a u t h o r e d b y
Greeks.
Besides one's 0 w n interior
benefit, Greek has its good
points in other respects, according to Fr. Hetherington. It facilitates and improves one's use of
English language by increasing
his knowledge of verbal expression and extending the scope
of his vocabulary. Both of these
help one to achieve succss in
dealing with others:
Fr. Hetherington gave this
advice as a final thought "One
should always remember that we
must not only make a living, but
also we must l:ive."

CH ES r·E RF IE LD

Estate Board and local group of
the American Institute of Real
Estate Appraisers. Registration
is now in progress at the Cincinnati Real Estate Board office, Mt?rcantile Library Building, and will also be held at

;a~ier

when the night classes

egm.

Navy Chaplain To Visit
Chaplain Captain Francis Lee
Albert USN of the Fourth Naval
District of Philadelphia, Pa., will
visit Xavier at 4 p.m. 0 ct. 16,
preceding his inspection of the
Volunteer Naval Chaplains Unit
No. 48. Dorm students will recall that the Chaplains' unit
meets every two weeks in Union
Hall during the supper hour.

;;;;;:::::::==::::::=====
Collect Tax Stamps

All students are urged to eol·
lect sales tax stamps and leave
them at the switchboard In
Hinkle Hall for the benefit of
the University.
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TO OFFER BOTH REGULAR & l<ING-SIZE
BOTH regular and king-size
Chesterfields are premium quality
cigarettes and come in the smart
white pack.
BOTH contain only those proven ingredients that make Chesterfields
the best -possible smoke: the
world's best tobaccos, pure, more
costly moistening agents (to keep
them tasty and fresh), the best
cigarette paper that money can
buy - nothing else.
BOTH· are much milder with an extraordinarily good taste and, from
the report of a well-known research
organization - no unpleasant
after.:.taste.
BOTH are exadly the same in all respeds. There is absolutely no difference
except that king-size Chesterfield is
larger - contains considerably more of
the same tobaccos - enough more to
give you a 21% longer smoke, yet costs
very little more.
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